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ABSTRACT : The Kopili formation   within the   Paleogene sequence has   an established reserve base apart from proven limited
commercial production in Assam shelf and Dhansiri valley. This study has been necessitated   as the prolific oil producing Miocene
and Oligocene reservoirs have reached a plateau stage of exploration and  the recent setbacks and leads obtained for deeper  sands
exploration  had to be reevaluated. A systematic approach has been adopted to  understand the hydrocarbon potential and play of
deeper sands in Upper Assam. In the first stage, a  regional sequence stratigraphic analysis integrating  well data of 71 wells  with
laboratory data  was carried out to establish a broad Geological model for the different system tracts that have been identified
within the Kopili formation. As a result of this study, prospective areas were identified and ranked. In the final stage, a detailed
study of the most prospective identified area for deeper prospect exploration was carried out   integrating well data, geochemical
data and 3-D seismic data which has led to a new insight into the hydrocarbon potential of these plays in the area.

BACKDROP

The hunt for hydrocarbon exploration within the
Kopili formation in the Assam foreland basin (Fig 1) has had a
roller coaster drive. The first oil strike in Assam foreland basin
within the Kopili formation was in Borholla field and later in
Geleki field. The commercial production from these fields had
enthused a number of workers to study the genesis of Kopili
formation, its source rock potential and reservoir character.
The discovery of commercial oil in multiple zones within Kopili
formation in the Geleki structure in 1974 gave an important
breakthrough for Eocene exploration. However the
discouraging results of subsequent wells along with drilling
complications slowed down the exploration for Kopili sands.

Later, a series of oil strikes close to the Geleki reverse
fault with good cumulative production albeit under depleting
pressure conditions rekindled the hopes to look beyond the
prolific Miocene/Oligocene reservoirs which were fast
reaching maturation stage of exploration. The subsequent oil
production from a few wells in the adjacent Dhansiri valley
area in Borholla field (Kopili formation) and Khoraghat field
(Sylhet formation) promised a wide spread occurrence in
Eocene formation.

The existing model assumes that the Geleki main fault
(ref Fig 9) has played a dual role of trapping oil as well as
providing locales for better reservoir development. The initial
success in Geleki field for Kopili exploration based on this
model could not be sustained as a number of wells drilled in
the flanks of the Geleki structure met with failures as well as
ended up with technical complications.  The recent success in
areas away from Geleki main fault: in the north & south of
Geleki field, the later in the rising flanks of the Geleki high as
well as good gas find in an isolated prospect –East Lakibari-in
Dhansiri valley has again turned the wheel towards optimism
and calls for reviewing the existing model.

THE APPROACH

A systematic approach has been adopted to
understand the hydrocarbon potential and play of deeper
sands in Upper Assam and Dhansiri valley. In the first stage,
a regional sequence stratigraphic analysis integrating well
data of 71 wells with laboratory data was carried out to establish
a broad Geological model for the different system tracts that
were identified within the Kopili formation. As a result of thisFigure 1
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study, two prospective areas were identified. Subsequently,
the geochemical analysis was integrated and a third
prospective area was added. These were then ranked and the
Geleki area turned out to be the most prospective one. In the
final stage, a detailed study of the Geleki area was carried out
through parasequence mapping, structural & stratigraphic
analysis and integrating all geological, geophysical and
geochemical data for an insight into the hydrocarbon potential
of Kopili play in the area. Additionally, the study was extended
to the lower part of the Barail formation (within Oligocene) –
Disangmukh formation - (Fig 2) owing to its separate and
distinct entity from the above prolific producing Barail main
sands (BMS).

REGIONAL WORK

In the present work, the Kopili Formation has been
identified as a sequence, bounded by unconformities or their
correlative conformities both at the top and at the bottom.
The key surfaces are: Sequence boundaries and a maximum
flooding surface (MFS). The sequence boundaries are
characterized by sharp contact, massive sands over shales,
change in shale base line (Fig.3), change in compaction
gradient, etc Maximum flooding surface (MFS) is characterized
by: general high gamma and low resistivity at the surface,
which separates the underlying fining up unit from the
overlying coarsening up unit. (Fig. 3).  As a first step ten

Figure 2 : Stratigraphic nomenclature of Upper Assam & Dhansiri Valley
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electrolog profiles of wells in Upper Assam were correlated
and sequence boundaries identified. On the basis of (MFS),
two system tracts viz. Highstand System tract (HST) and
Transgressive System Tract (TST) were recognized. The
sediments belonging to the lowstand system tract are either
not deposited or are eroded. Since the depositional regime is
very gentle with the bathymetry in the order of 15 to 25 m, the
identified system tracts could be correlated along a number
of regional electrolog profiles. One such electrolog profile is
shown in fig 3.The TST is further divided into two units viz.
units I & II from top. Isopach, sand isolith and paleogeography
maps of various subunits as well as the Kopili unit have been
prepared.

a. Kopili sequence

The isopach map of Kopili Formation (Fig 4) shows
a general thickening from Disangmukh towards Lakwa-Geleki.
The paleoslope is towards east and southeast while the
depositional trends are oriented, towards NW-SE. Two
depocentres have been identified; one along wells Dikumukh-
-Charali- Geleki (thickness ranging from 400 m to 500 m) and
the second along Kuargaon-Lakwa (thickness ranging from
250 m to 350 m).. The superimposed sand isolith maps (Fig 4)
are in conformity with the isopach maps and there are two
sand maxima axis (i) along Teok—Charali-Geleki (sands are 30
m to 90m thick) and (ii) along Panidihing—Lakwa (gross sand
is 35 m to 70 m). The two sand maxima are separated by a low
sand axis, which coincides with the depositional high trend
described above. The Paleogeography during the Kopili
sequence (Fig 7) deposition for TST ranged from a shore
zone-shelf facies model for the area along Disangmukh-
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Panidihing and a wave/ storm dominated aggradational shelf
regime for the rest of the areas while for HST it ranged from
distal delta front regime  for the areas Dikhowmukh-Teok-
Charali-Geleki & Rajmai-Panidihinh-Kuargaon-Lakwa areas to
a  prodelta to distal delta front for the rest of the areas in a tide
dominated delta where the sea level is almost standstill .

b. Transgressive System Tract

After deposition of Sylhet blocky limestone in a
shallow marine condition, the alternating shales (occasionally
silts also) and the limestone streaks suggest a mild regression/
progradation, above which, the Kopili Formation starts with a
sequence boundary with deposition of transgressive system
tract (TST) as a transgressive phase. The TST appears to
have been deposited as shore zone-shelf facies. In shelf
system, the sediment input is unfocussed and transport
processes are largely unconfined on all but a regional scale.
Shelves thus exhibit a diversity of environments that range
both in time and space from depositional to erosional. The
shelves are dominated either by storm or tides and are generally
accommodation dominated.

The TST is further divided into two units I and II in
ascending order on the basis of electro log and laboratory
data. The lower unit of TST ( unit-I) is commonly characterized
by a coarsening up trend with thin discrete sands along
Disangmukh-Dikhowmukh-Rajmai-Panidihing areas but
changes from coarsening up trend to fining up trend towards
basinal side. The laboratory data suggest a shallow marine
environment. The isopach and isolith maps show that they
are in conformity and the main depocentre is Teok-Amguri-Figure 3: East-west electrolog correlation from Teok to Geleki

Figure 4
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Charali with corresponding sand maxima. The areas
Demulgaon, Lakwa, Thowra seem to fall towards basinal side
as the sands are less thick.

The Upper unit of TST (unit-II) This unit starts with
relatively thicker sands with a flat base, but the sands become
progressively thinner and is generally characterized by fining
up tendency which ends with deposition of the well correlatable
maximum flooding surface (MFS). The palaentological and
palynological data indicate a common shallow marine
environment for this unit... The continuing rise in sea level
together with the above data suggests a transgressive shelf
facies model that may be storm or wave dominated.  Both the
isopach and sand isolith maps are in conformity   with each
other and the depositional trends are NE-SW oriented. The
main depocentres are along    Mariani—Rudrasagar-Dikumukh
and Thowra-Panidihing. A depositional high trend   observed
along Teok, Amguri, Naginijan and Demulgaon (less gross
and sand thickness) towards basinal side, suggests that there
is a period of sediment depletion

c. High Stand System Tract (HST)

The HST, which is above the MFS, is characterized
by commonly coarsening up tendency with sands that are
thicker towards the top (Fig. No.5). The sands are mostly fine
to very fine-grained, frequently interlaminated to interbedded
with shale and silts. The palaentological and palynological
data show shallow marine to marginal marine conditions of
deposition for this unit. The sedimentological studies in Geleki
field suggest an intertidal flat regime. Both the isopach and
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sand isolith maps show mostly NW-SE trends. The integration
of all the data suggests, in general, there was low sediment
supply; tidal processes were active and accumulated more
sands towards seawards as linear shoals parallel to flow. The
isopach with sand maps superimposed (Fig 5) show the
depositional trends to be NW-SE. The main depocentres are
along Rudrasagar-Charali -Amguri and Kuargaon –Lakwa.

GEOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS

The source rock studies (Fig 6) show that the organic
matter richness and generating potentials are observed more
towards Geleki-Lakwa-Sonari and Panidihing areas. The areas
southeast and northeast of Geleki and southwest of Lakwa-
Sonari are most promising for finding generated hydrocarbons.
The geochemical data indicate that the areas around Geleki
and between Sonari-Kuargaon are prospective. The general
poor continuity of reservoir facies does not favor lateral
migration and it appears that only faults act as conduits for
migration. The production data from Geleki field shows a very
high GOR (800-1200), which suggest an insitu generation of
oil. This, therefore suggest that  areas of generative potential
are areas very close to kitchen which can form promising
targets for Kopili exploration.

PROSPECT ANALYSIS OF UPPER ASSAM

Three areas of interest are identified in the present
study.

1. Geleki and adjoining area (discussed in detail)
2. Area between Kuargaon and Sonari
3. Western rising flank of Nazira low along Charali-

Changmaigaon

Figure 5 Figure 6
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While the first area has been selected based on the
Geochemical data, isopach thickness and established
hydrocarbon play in the area the other two areas are expected
to have thicker reservoir accumulations albeit further from the
kitchen. A detailed study of the Geleki area was taken up.

FOCUSSED STUDY – GELEKI AREA

a. Parasequence Mapping In Geleki Area

The sediments belonging to highstand (HST) were
taken up for detailed studies. An attempt was made to correlate
the Kopili sands based on genetic relationship using the
concept of parasequence as defined by Van Wagnor et.al
(1991). Three parasequences are identified within the HST of
the Kopili Formation based on marine flooding surfaces which
are characterized by abundance of marine flora, increase in
PMI, fauna. On log the marine flooding surfaces show high
gamma and low resitivity and are well correlatable throughout
the area.

b. Isopach And Sand Isolith Maps

These maps show that they are in conformity with
each other and the depositional high and low trends are NW-
SE oriented. The sands show mostly coarsening up and
serrated log motif and generally thin and discrete in nature.
The sands are commonly interbedded with shale, which are
having more resitivity on log than the sands at places. As
seen from the maps (Fig 8), there are two main areas of sand
accumulations, around wells G-A & G-B  and around wells G-
C/G-E and G-D with general orientation towards NW-SE
direction. The coarsening up log motifs, blue/red pattern of

dipmeter, lab data and integration with isopach, isolith and
sand-shale ratio maps suggest a distal front to prodelta regime
with tidal effect for all the three parasequences. The integration
of all Geoscientific data suggests that the sands of KPS-1, 2, 3
are all deposited in Distal delta front-prodelta regime.

SEISMIC DATA ANALYSIS

In the present study, the Kopili sequences which
has been identified with the help of logs, lab data and shale
compaction curves were transferred on to the 3D seismic with
the help of synthetic seismogram (Fig 13) and V.S.P data The
3D seismic data quality is good enough for mapping the Kopili
Sequence in most parts but becomes subjective towards south
of Geleki Field where the data is very poor. The data quality is
not conducive for mapping of parasequences within Kopili
formation.

 The depth map prepared at the top of Kopili sequence
(Fig 9) is seen to rise towards south culminating in a high
southeast of G–X. This well has penetrated partially the Kopili
sequence and is an oil producer. No well has penetrated the
Kopili section at the structurally highest point. A number of
highs updip to G-X gives encouragement for opening up the
area for Kopili exploration

A. Seismic Facies Analysis (Disangmukh Formation)

In Geleki Field, a number of good sands above the
Kopili/Barail boundary are developed. They belong to
Disangmukh Formations They are thicker, well developed and
have better reservoir characteristics than the underlying Kopili
sands. They are also different from the overlying thick Barail

Figure 7 : Paleogeography during Kopili Formation Figure 8
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sands (Oligocene) Most of these sands are commercial
producers of oil and gas. In the present work, the bottom of
Disangmukh Formation is taken at the top of the existing
correlation of Kopili top. The seismic facies analysis in the
Kopili sequence did not provide any meaningful results.
Several classes were tried but the pattern was too disbursed
and ‘chaotic’. Unfortunately, the very few number of wells
that have penetrated the Kopili sequence has constrained
proper calibration. However the Seismic facies analysis at
Disangmukh units has provided very interesting results.
Initially, a Geological model of the sand distribution vs. total
isopach of the combined units of Disangmukh unit-I and II
was prepared (Fig 12). It was observed that the thickness of
this combined unit on the upthrown block of the Geleki main

fault is uniform. This thickness was calibrated with time and
the variation of seismic facies for this combined unit was
studied. This method was adopted, as seismic mapping of
individual sand units within Disangmukh had not been
attempted in this study... The seismic facies map (Fig. 11)
balances well with the sand-shale ratio map. Thus areas of
good facies development in these combined units are
predicted. The fact that this combined unit has been
Hydrocarbon bearing in the structurally favorable upthrown
block and coincides with the area of interest for Kopili
sequence based on structural considerations, gives added
value for this analysis.

Figure 9

Figure 10

Figure 11

Figure 12
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B. Inversion & Amplitude Attribute Studies

A reconstructed line along wells G- F, G –E  and G –
X   and    the    southern continuation  was taken up for Seismic
inversion .The inversion data shows that the Kopili formation
thickens towards SE in the structurally favourable direction.
The pay units of G-X & G –Y within the Disangmukh formation
continue in the updip direction towards south, albeit with a
reduced thickness (Fig.10). The amplitude attribute predicts
better facies development than the producing wells G-X & G-
Y in the identified prospective area which is very heartening.

CONCLUSION

The exploration for Kopili hydrocarbons has been
concentrated in the structurally lower area in the vicinity of

the Geleki main fault. The existing model envisages a prodelta
environment towards east and southeast with poor reservoir
facies envisaged in the structurally updip direction. The
proposed model on the other hand though agreeing with the
general trend envisages good development of reservoir facies
in tide dominated inlets which is backed by encouraging
seismic data. Further the close vicinity of the identified
prospective area to the source, the recognition of additional
reverse faults east of the main fault which can provide the seal
for lateral migration of hydrocarbons and finally the recent
successes in the updip direction calls for  suggesting this
model.
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